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WHO WE ARE?
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Headline set in calibri 28pt. Upper and lower case.
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POSITIONING
WE BELIEVE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
CAN BE TAUGHT

The courage and dedication to continue, realising that applying consistent commitment has a way of overcoming. All
applicants are expected to exhibit an entrepreneurial attitude and a belief in the future of their country.

From an individual with
Entrepreneurial Potential

To a High Impact Responsible
Entrepreneur

WHO IS A HIGH IMPACT,
RESPONSIBLE ENTREPRENEUR?
Individuals of passion, integrity and innovation, who are at the forefront of the continuing
economic and social transformation of Southern Africa. These individuals serve as
ambassadors for the power of initiative, determination and excellence, acting as role
models for many more to follow in their pioneering footsteps. They utilise their potential and
the opportunities they have been afforded, to make a life-altering, positive impact on the
world around them.

FOUNDATIONS VALUE CHAIN

SKILL SET

High Impact Responsible Entrepreneur

E2
Association

MINDSET
Fellowship
AGEC

Scholarship

ENTREPRENEURSHIP EDUCATION
Building capabilities, skills and mindsets for
the purpose of entrepreneurship. The goal is
to expand the pool of potential
entrepreneurs.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP TRAINING
Building the knowledge and skills in preparation
for starting or operating a business. The goal is to
aid entrepreneurs to become high impact
entrepreneurs.

FOUNDATIONS SELECTION
FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY

Carl Herman
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POSITIONING

SO 01

Strategic Objective 01

To build a
community of high
impact, responsible
entrepreneurs

FO 01

Functional Objective 01

To select, cultivate and return a
pipeline of high potential
individuals to become high
impact, responsible entrepreneurs

Success Profile Framework

Knowledge Targets
Technical and / or professional information needed to perform future activities
successfully. What people know.

Experience Targets
Educational and past achievements needed to perform future activities
successfully. What people have done.

Competency Targets
Behavioural and Technical Competencies. What people can do.

Personal Attributes Targets
Dispositions that relate to satisfaction, success, or failure in a role. (Beliefs,
attitudes, values, intentions). Who people are.

Potential

Potential
What people have the potential to achieve in the future. Dealing with
complexity at a cognitive level / Total potential index = combination of
several factors.

THE UNDERLYING LOGIC OF SELECTION

CRITERION

PREDICTOR

Inferences
about
predictor

Inferences about future
performance

Inferences
about criterion

MEASURE OF
CRITERION

MEASURE OF
PREDICTOR

r[X,Y]

THE REASON FOR
UNDERTAKING THIS
PROJECT
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The Issues with the Success Profiles Post Validation Study
Finding 1
•

•
•

Limited insight into the criteria and
theoretical rationale used for selection of
predictor variables

Integral part of the content and construct
validity related to selection procedures

Finding 2
•
•
•

Without this information, the validity of the
profiles is difficult to evaluate and prove

Recommendation
•

•

Develop a report explaining the empirical,
logical and theoretical foundation that is
used for selection and curriculum.
The SP must provide theory and a model
of HIE – without this, the power of the SP
to predict and develop behaviour is
limited.

The outcomes domain has been omitted
from the SP.
Performance consists of both behaviour
and outcomes (the latter is missing)
What constitutes successful performance,
has a critical bearing on the Foundation’s
programme and objectives.

Finding 3
•

Recommendation
•

Expand the SP, to include an outcomes
domain

The SP competency framework (5 pillars)
failed to demonstrate discriminant validity

Recommendation
•

•

Improve the validity and reliability of the
entrepreneurial competencies underlying
the five pillars.
We need to revise and conceptually clean
up the framework.
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Project Scope for Reviewing the Entrepreneurial Competency Framework
(Success Profile Review)
Phase 1 (Literature Review and
Entrepreneurship Survey
Development)

Phase 2 (Data Collection)

Phase 3 (SEM Analysis)

(Dec 2018 to Feb 2019)

(Feb 2019 to April 2019)

• Entrepreneurship survey measuring
19 competencies including
entrepreneurial action is
administered to approx. 1200
entrepreneurs
• 69% established vs 31% start ups
• Validation of screening tool
• Exploratory Factory Analysis
conducted
• Interpret Results and Phase 2
Report submitted to the
Foundation

• Performed skewness tests
• Structural Equation Modelling
conducted on dataset
• Found a scientific model for the
Foundation’s refined
entrepreneurial
mindset/competency framework
• Entrepreneurial competency
framework reduced to 13
significant constructs, where all are
correlated to entrepreneurial action

(July 2018 to Nov 2018)
• Desktop Research by UP
• Empirical Analysis of existing data
(17 models used as a basis)
• First workshop in Sept 2018 with
reference group (19 competencies
selected)
• A Start Up entrepreneurial outcome
was chosen as an end point for our
SP’s
• We focused on competencies
leading to entrepreneurial action
• Draft of Literature Review
• Second workshop 5th Nov 2018 –
screening tool development

WHAT DID WE FIND?

14 SIGNIFICANT COMPETENCIES ASSOCIATED WITH OUR START UP MODEL
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1

Opportunity Assessment

8

Action Orientation

2

Creative Problem Solving

9

Calculated Risk Taking

3

Innovation

10

Value Creation

4

Flexibility and Adaptability (Resilience)

11

Growth Mindset

5

Autonomy (Locus of Control)

12

Leadership

6

Curiosity

13

Self-Efficacy

7

Values Driven

14

Opportunity Recognition / identification

3 ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTION CONSTRUCTS ASSOCIATED WITH OUR START UP MODEL
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Factor 1: Pre-action activities

Factor 2: Actual action activities

Factor 3: Action planning activities

I have spent a lot of time thinking
about starting a business before I
actually started my business

I have purchased or leased major
items, like equipment, facilities or
property

I have selected a business name

I have organised a start-up team

I have purchased raw materials,
inventory, or other supply

I have created a legal entity

I have identified market
opportunities

I have developed models or
procedures for a product/service

I have registered with the tax
authorities

I have prepared a business plan

I have started marketing or
promotional activities

I have invested some of my own
money in a business

I am devoted full time to the
business
I have appointed employees

STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT COMPENTENCIES
ACTION PLANNING

PRE-ACTION

ACTUAL ACTION
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Opportunity Assessment

Action Orientation

Creative Problem Solving

Calculated Risk Taking

Innovation

Value Creation

Flexibility and Adaptability (Resilience)

Growth Mindset

Autonomy (Locus of Control)

Leadership

Curiosity

Self-Efficacy

Values Driven

Opportunity Recognition / identification

REFINING AND IMPROVING OUR SUCCESS PROFILES

The Competency Target Per Success Profile (As Per Research)
Competencies
assessed at
Selection

Competency
Development
Outcomes

Scholarship
Entrepreneurial Competencies /
Mindsets - Complexity level 1-4
1.
Growth Mindset
2.
Self-Efficacy
3.
Leadership
4.
Opportunity Identification
(added in place of opportunity
assessment)
5.
Curiosity
6.
Creative Problem-solving

Fellowship
Entrepreneurial Competencies / Mindsets
- Complexity level 4-7
1.
Growth Mindset
2.
Self-Efficacy
3.
Leadership
4.
Opportunity Assessment
5.
Curiosity
6.
Past Action Orientation
7.
Flexibility and Adaptability
(Resilience)
8.
Creative Problem-solving
9.
Opportunity Identification (Added in)

Association
Entrepreneurial Competencies / Mindsets Complexity level 7-10
1.
Growth Mindset
2.
Self-Efficacy
3.
Leadership
4.
Opportunity Assessment
5.
Creative Problem-solving
6.
Curiosity
7.
Flexibility and Adaptability
(Resilience)
8.
Autonomy (Locus of Control)
9.
Values Driven
10. Past Action Orientation
11. Opportunity Identification (Added In)

The Start Up (The Founder)
Entrepreneurial Competencies / Mindsets Complexity level 10-13
1.
Growth Mindset
2.
Self-Efficacy
3.
Leadership
4.
Opportunity Assessment
5.
Creative Problem-solving
6.
Curiosity
7.
Flexibility and Adaptability (Resilience)
8.
Autonomy (Locus of Control)
9.
Values Driven
10. Value Creation
11. Past Action Orientation
12. Innovation
13. Calculated Risk Taking
14. Opportunity Recognition (Added In)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

8.
9.

Growth Mindset
Self-Efficacy
Leadership
Opportunity Assessment
Curiosity
Past Action Orientation
Flexibility and Adaptability
(Resilience)
Creative Problem-solving
Opportunity Identification

8.
9.
10.
11.

Growth Mindset
Self-Efficacy
Leadership
Opportunity Assessment
Creative Problem-solving
Curiosity
Flexibility and Adaptability
(Resilience)
Autonomy (Locus of Control)
Values Driven
Past Action Orientation
Opportunity Identification (Added In)

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Growth Mindset
Self-Efficacy
Leadership
Opportunity Assessment
Creative Problem-solving
Curiosity
Flexibility and Adaptability
(Resilience)
Autonomy (Locus of Control)
Values Driven
Value Creation
Past Action Orientation
Innovation
Calculated Risk Taking
Opportunity Recognition (Added In)

Growth Mindset
Self-Efficacy
Leadership
Opportunity Assessment
Creative Problem-solving
Curiosity
Flexibility and Adaptability (Resilience)
Autonomy (Locus of Control)
Values Driven
Value Creation
Past Action Orientation
Innovation
Calculated Risk Taking
Opportunity Recognition (Added In)

WHY ARE WE REDESIGNING THE SELECTION TOOLS?
OBJECTIVE 3

OBJECTIVE 1

To address areas that can be potentially
disadvantaging quintile 1, 2 and 3 candidates

To align to the new entrepreneurial
competency framework

OBJECTIVE 2
To create more lean processes with
cost efficiency

FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMME
SELECTION

Landi Mashiloane
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FELLOWSHIP SELECTION PROCESS

Application form

Simulation & Interview

Selection Camp

•
•
•

• Experience
• Personal Attributes
• Competency

• Personal Attributes
• Competencies
• Potential

Knowledge
Experience
Competency

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF
OUR NEW ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ASSESSMENT CENTRE
(ENTREPRENEURSHIP CAMP)

Landi Mashiloane
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Entrepreneurship Camp Objectives
• To obtain information about the candidates’ ability to show visible behaviour related to the appropriate
Success Profile competencies to serve as input into the Fellowship selection process
• To share entrepreneurial tools, techniques, skills and knowledge with candidates attending the camp.
• To provide an overall positive memorable experience to the candidates

PROJECT POSITIONING

Landi Mashiloane
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Project Expectations and Objectives
Project Expectations from Decision Makers 2020 pre-brief scoping session:
• Create lean and efficient tools
• The tools and process should not disadvantage candidates from quintile 1, 2 and 3 schools
• Activities require the correct mix between simplicity and complexity
• They need to be fun and engaging
• Allow the team to configure a new type of camp
• Activities must be interactive
• Activities must be entrepreneurial in nature - we want to provide them with an experience at camp

Fellowship Selection Design Team
LANDI MASHILOANE
FELLOWSHIP SELECTION MANAGER

AlISON GODENIR
FUTURIST, AND GENERATION SPECIALIST

SIPHO WILLIAMS
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGIST

LERATO SELIALIA
MENTORSHIP AND COACHING OFFICER

SANDRA SCHLEBUSCH
ASSESSMENT CENTRE DESIGN SPECIALIST

CARL HERMAN
ASSESSMENT & DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

Governance
Design Team

Reference Team

• Responsible for the actual design
and development of assessment
centre
• Using a structured design
framework
• Comprising of Selection Manager,
Assessment and Development
Manager, Educational
Psychologistic, FuturistSerial
Entrepreneurs and Coaches.

• Responsible for interrogating and
providing constructive criticism
on the design team’s work after
each phase
• Gaining different perspectives
and identifying any blind spots
• Comprising of design team
members, different stakeholders
responsible for different functions
with the Foundation such as
Assessment and Development
Specialists, IA (Impact Assurance),
Programme, (PAC)
Communications, IST (Information
Systems & Technology)

Decision Making Team
• Responsible to decision making
after each phase
• Enables the team to progress
through team dynamics
• Ensures buy-in throughout the
entire process.
• Head of Programmes, Director of
Fellowship Programme, Director
for Entrepreneurship Education,
Selection Manager, Assessment
and Development Manager

AC Design Model

(Schlebusch & Roodt, 2020)

Simulation Design Steps

(Adapted from Schlebusch & Roodt, 2020, p34; Foxcroft & Roodt, 2018)

Assessment and Development 2020 Project Plan
Scoping sessions
and project
expectations

April

Deciding on final ideas
and approach

May

June

Project Personas and
drafting ideas for camp

July

Developing technical manuals and
handing over to IST, IA, PAC to
develop docs and system for scoring
Go-Live
Presenting final draft
before pilots

August

Pre-pilots and Post
Pilots

September

Pre-pilots and Post
Pilots

October

November

December

Develop online
training programme

ASSESSED COMPETENCIES AT
CAMP

Carl Herman
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AC Design Model

(Schlebusch & Roodt, 2020)

Camp Assessment Competencies
Competencies to assess during selection camp:
• Leadership
• Problem solving
• Resilience
• Curiosity
• Opportunity Identification / Recognition
• Opportunity Assessment
• The Decision-Making Team agreed to develop a new screening tool / psychometric tool that can be
used to measure all 14 constructs and administer this in 2021 (Project completion date: Aug 2021)

Key Assessment Stages in Fellowship Selection
Phase 1:

Dimensions
Knowledge

Experience

Personal Attributes

Competencies Potential

Knowledge

Knowledge
Academic Scores
Consistency Rating Gr10
& 11
Community

Academic Achievements Entrepreneurial activity
Motivational Fit
Enabling and Derailing personal attribute factors
Growth Mindset
Self-Efficacy
Leadership
Opportunity Assessment
Curiosity
Action Orientation
Resilience
Problem Solving
Opportunity Identification
Short Term Potential
Long Term Potential

Initial Screening

Phase 2:

App form
Assessment

Phase 3: Interview Assessment
Simulation

Interview
Assessment

(Taken Out due to
COVID) – Added
into camp

Phase 4: Ind &
Grp
Phase 4: LOI &
simulations
SJT & EMFS

Selection Camp

x
x

x

x
x
x
(x)

x

(x)

x

x
x
x

(x)

x
x
x

x

(x)
(x)
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

PERSONAS

Landi Mashiloane
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AC Design Model

(Schlebusch & Roodt, 2020)

Harvard - Enhancing the Recruiting Pipeline Assessment
Insight
• Students lack appreciation/understanding of the non-financial resources
• Students do not equate entrepreneurship with employment
• Students self-select out due to lack of confidence
• Inhibitor to applying is the perception of too much work
• High School faculty have lots of influencing power; not all have the same information

Personas of Applicants
• Financially-Strapped (Underprivileged background – Tuition is everything)
• The Dreamer (Underprivileged background - Tuition matters but not above all; Social network)
• Prestige Seeker (Mostly from urban areas; Association with AGOF brand name)
• Career-Oriented (Mostly from urban areas - Educational Resources / Modules • AGOF Network)
Often avoid applying because do not want to take away from those who in need

• Unaware

Personas
Asanda from EC

Zola from
Masiphumelela
WC

Bradley from
CPT

Successful
Personas

Michael from
JHB

Iviwe from EC

Contextual Factors:
Context and Background
Schooling system
Language
Academic achievement
Technology access
Behaviour
Values and Attitudes
Needs
Challenges and Pain
Points
Goals and Motivation
Fun

Sibongile
from EC

Ayanda
from KZN
Unsuccessful
Personas

Marisa
from FS

Patrick
from
Soweto

Robert
from CPT

PERSONA 2: Zola from Masiphumelela, Wynberg high school in urban area or
Pathiswa from Khayelitsha

Context and Background
• Underprivileged background
• From township

Entrepreneurial status
• Been hustling entrepreneurially to make extra money
to get by.
• Has an entrepreneurial passion

Schooling System
• Quintile 1, 2 and 3

Competency performance
• Competent to more than competent levels in
entrepreneurship competencies
• Shows promising levels of entrepreneurial potential

Language
• Slight language barrier. English is not first language

Attitude
• Highly motivated to get out of poverty
• Shows incredibly resilience to face adversity

Academic Achievement
• Above average to top performer in the school

Value from the foundation
• Is interested in the funding for survival and
opportunity but also wants to improve their hustle
and opportunity for entrepreneurship development

42

Key Take Aways for the Personas Project
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fetch the candidates where they are
We don’t want preconceived ideas to hinder us
We want to give all candidates a fair chance
We want to understand our target audience
We want to adopt different lenses
We realised that one size does not fit all
We want the entire team, to understand the complexity of what we working with

CONSIDERING THE RISK OF
COVID LOCKDOWN

Carl Herman
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Lockdown Risks to Camp
Impacted Camp
Elements

Lockdown Level 1

Lockdown Level 2

Lockdown Level 3

Lockdown Levels
4&5

Is Travel impacted

Yes

Yes

Yes - motivation

No

Is Access to Venues
impacted

Yes

Yes

Yes - limited

No

Is Psychometric
Testing impacted

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (not LOI)

Is Social distancing
applicable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes – stay home

Are Sanitisation
protocols applicable

Yes

Yes

Yes – lots more
protocols

N/A

Contingency Plan

Can have normal
camp

May need x1 JHB
Multiple Camps like
Camp & x1 CPT Camp (x2 JHB, x2 CPT,
maybe x1 other) –
smaller groups

Final telephonic
interview + SJT? +
EMFS, COI

Elements that the protocol framework will cover
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Return to work protocol
Employee checklist
Pre-screening protocol
Employer checklist
Travel protocol (flights or car rental)
Accommodation protocol
Events protocol
COVID Compliance officer
Cleaning and hygiene protocol
Protocol for a positive case
Testing protocol

SEATING AT ASSESSMENT
CENTRE

CULTIVATING ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Seating structure and numbers for regional camps – Option 1 (How we
normally do it)
Notes: would require 5 tables to do group simulations plus
3 assessors per table
(x1 Assessor: x2 Candidates)

Normal seating structure

Numbers:

A2

A1
1

2

6

3

5
A3

4

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

x1 Camp Director
x30 participants
x15 Assessors
x2 Facilitators
x1 Psychometrist
x1 IT person
x1 COVID Officer + first aider
x1 E&L person
x5 Role Players (Come in for 2 hours with training)
x5 Wizards (Come in for sessions on the day with training)

Max Groupings:
• Main L&D sessions / Orientation (max 40 people)
• Group simulations (max 50 people)
• Psychometrics (max 35 people)
• Individual simulations (max 35 people for preparation then
smaller groups for presentations)
• Non-assessed activities (40 max)

Seating structure and numbers for regional camps – Option 2 (smaller
groups)
Notes: would require 8 tables to do group simulations plus
2 assessors per table
(x1 Assessor: x2 Candidates)

Minimised seating structure

Numbers:

A2
1

2

4

3
A1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

x1 Camp Director
x32 participants
x16 Assessors
x2 Facilitators
x1 Psychometrist
x1 IT person
x1 COVID Officer + first aider
x1 E&L person
x8 Role Players (Come in for 2 hours with training)
x8 Wizards (Come in for sessions on the day with training)

Max Groupings:
• Main L&D sessions / Orientation (max 42 people)
• Group simulations (max 52 people)
• Psychometrics (max 37 people)
• Individual simulations (max 35 people for preparation then
smaller groups for presentations)
• Non-assessed activities (40 max)

Seating structure and numbers for regional camps – Option 3 (same
number as option 1 but structured differently)
Notes: would require 5 tables to do group simulations plus
3 assessors per table (could consider more than 1 venue?)
(x1 Assessor: x2 Candidates)

New seating structure

Numbers:

A2

1

2
A1

3

6

A3

5

4

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

x1 Camp Director
x30 participants
x15 Assessors
x2 Facilitators
x1 Psychometrist
x1 IT person
x1 COVID Officer + first aider
x1 E&L person
x5 Role Players (Come in for 2 hours with training)
x5 Wizards (Come in for sessions on the day with training)

Max Groupings:
• Main L&D sessions / Orientation (max 40 people)
• Group simulations (max 50 people)
• Psychometrics (max 35 people)
• Individual simulations (max 35 people for preparation then
smaller groups for presentations)
• Non-assessed activities (40 max)

AC Design Model

(Schlebusch & Roodt, 2020)

Entrepreneurship Camp Objectives
• To obtain information about the candidates’ ability to show visible behaviour related to the appropriate Success
Profile competencies to serve as input into the Fellowship selection process
• To share entrepreneurial tools, techniques, skills and knowledge with candidates attending the camp.
• To provide an overall positive memorable experience to the candidates

NON-ASSESSED ACTIVITIES AND
PLAYBOOK FOR PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT (PADKOS FOR THE
CANDIDATE)

Carl Herman
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What is a Playbook?

• The term playbook is often used informally and
abstractly as a way of indicating how certain activities,
lessons, learnt information, strategies, processes,
policies, ideas and personal mastery are recorded
• Playbooks can be either hard or soft copy, video or audio
• The Entrepreneur Camp Playbook will be hard copy

54

Content of Playbook
Daily Breakdown
•Fun Activities: Reflection questions
•Learning Activities: Information, review & reflection questions
•Simulations: Review & reflection questions
• Psychometrics: Personal reflection questions
• Self Mastery and Personal Development: Reflection questions
& observations on daily activities
• Goal Setting: Personal and Camp
• Guidance/support received from Wizards & Participants:
Evening Journaling
• Newly learnt quotes, terms, concepts and words: Evening
Journaling
• Camp Lessons & Reflections: Journaling on the journey home
55

Possible Covers for Playbook

Playbook Road Map (Look and Feel Option 1)

Why Fun Activities
The major objective of participating in fun activities is to
learn problem-solving strategies, trust, calculated risktaking, how to adapt to unforeseen issues and how to
share. The rules of most games/activities have farreaching positive effects when they are applied to reallife situations.

58

PRESENTING THE LEARNING
AND DEVELOPMENT FOR THE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP CAMP

Landi Mashiloane
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Purpose of the Entrepreneur’s Camp

How Learning and Development Aims to
Achieve The Entrepreneur’s Camp Objective
•

By helping candidates to understand the thought process of ideating, acquire the
necessary skill-sets and competencies to be able to ideate, and find the intersection
between passion, problem-solving, and ideas that can be operationalised

•

Through enabling abilities to think through the designing of prototypes ready to be
developed into functioning, products, validated by real customers

•

By providing learners the opportunity to understand what to consider when creating
products that are a good fit for the market and ideal customers

How Do We Primarily Achieve This?
Lean start-up methodology suggests a process of learning by exposing the public to a series of cheap, quick experiments, or
iterations, that are something like the solution entrepreneurs eventually introduce. AGOF uses IVC (Ideation, Validation and
Creation) principles as a foundation while also considering Design Thinking.

Ideation
Consists of an induction to Entrepreneurship,
each candidate’s passion and existing ideas
identified through explored problems identified

Validation

Creation

This consists of each candidate developing a
business model through the designing of a
prototype which will be tested (judged)

This stage is the process of creating a market
ready and tested product, ideal for customers

Design Thinking
Practical definition of Design Thinking is the iterative approach to problem solving. It intentionally seeks out people with different
perspectives, knowledge, skills and experience and has them work together to create a practical solution for a real-world problem.

Source: https://whatis.techtarget.com/

Activity 1 & 2: Allan Gray Orbis Foundation IVC Process (Summarized)
Activities 1 and 2 will teach learners the basics of IVC and how to apply the IVC to existing businesses and anticipated
business ideas through several activities: Vision Boarding, Business Model Canvas and Customer Journey Mapping

Discovery
Produce ideas
& potential
customers

Ideation
Identify & test
value proposition

Show real data around
customers needs and how the
solution will solve it

-

Validate

Stakeholder map
Jobs to be done
Value proposition canvas
Customer interviews
Assumptions & experiments
Teaser pitch deck (5pg)

Validate the
business model,
market & product
Build light weight experiments
to remove as many assumptions
as possible

-

Value stream mapping
Post-it financials
Business Model Canvas
Product prototyping
Initial product testing
Investor pitch deck

Creation

Acceleration

Build & launch the
solution

Grow the
business to scale

Start building core offering and
launch to market

-

Build: Core features
Grow: Sales &
marketing
Launch: Learn and
iterate
Company creation

ENTREPRENEURSHIP CAMP
BLUEPRINT AND SIMULATIONS

Carl Herman
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Notes About the Camp Flow
• Over-arching camp theme - Entrepreneurship,
• Taking candidates through the entrepreneurial process from opportunity recognition, ideation, validation,
creation to finally searching for funding
• Candidates will learn about, and receive tools to use for ideation, validation and creation between the four
assessment activities
• Since the individual simulation during the selection interview process is no longer included, individual
simulations were included in the camp design
• A principle of assessment centres is that candidates need to be provided with two similar opportunities to show
behaviour that is being assessed -therefore two group simulations and two individual simulations
• By having an equal number of individual and group activities, we balance favouring extroverts that normally
perform better during group simulations (in relation to introverts)

Factors Considered for Camp Flow
• Lowering Assessor Fatigue
• Lowering Candidate Fatigue
• Including fun activities for Candidates
• Including learning about Entrepreneurship

•

Consideration for quintile, 1, 2 and 3 candidates (individual experiences – “bring what you got”)

• Including Candidate Reflection Time (incorporating a Playbook) – “The Padkos”

Day 0

Camp Flow

Breakfast (06:30 – 07:30)
Fun Activity – Toilet Paper Game
(07:30 – 08:15) 45 min

Day 2
Breakfast (06:30 -07:30)
Fun Activity - Draw-A-Preneur or Charades (07:30 – 08:15) 45
min

Day 3
Breakfast (06:30 – 07:30)
Fun Activity - BizRap Production
(07:30 – 08:15) 45 min

Individual Simulation 1 – Ideation Psychometric Tests – LOI (08:15 – 11:15)
– 90 minutes per candidate 08:15
– 12:15 (12:30 assessors)

Psychometrics (SJT, EMFT, COI)

LUNCH – 12:15 – 13:00 (45 min)

Learning Activity – Group Dynamics 11:15 – 12:15 (60 minutes)

Candidates & Assessors Arrive

Learning Activity (90 Minutes)

LUNCH – 12:15 – 13:00 (45)
Learning Activity – Angel Investing (60 minutes)

Individual Simulation 2 – Pitching
final idea – 90 minutes per
candidate 10:15 – 14:15 (14:30
assessors)
LUNCH 14:15 – 14:45
Camp closes for candidates

14:00 – 15:00

Validation & Creation 13:00 –
14:30
Tea Break (15 min) 14:30 - 14:45

Morning
Afternoon
Late Afternoon – Evening

CAMP FLOW

Day 1

Welcome: presentation by guest speaker;
explaining the camp process (60 minutes)

Group Simulation 1 (6 candidates
per group; 3 assessors per group;
5 groups) – Validation & Creation
15:00 – 16:00; Learning Activity – Introducing
– 110 minutes 1 hour 50 minutes
Playbook I (15 minutes) 16:00 – 16:15
14:45 – 16:45
Fun Activity – Ice Breaker – Chairs (45
minutes) 16:15 – 17:00
Learning Activity: 17:00 – 19:00
Fun Activity – FreshBiz (2 hours)
*Introducing Success Profile Competencies
16:45 – 18:45
(high level); *Introducing Ideation, Validation,
Creation (*Assessor Orientation)

Dinner 19:00 – 20:00
Bedtime 20:00

13:00 – 14:00
Tea Break (15 min) 14:00 - 14:15
Group Simulation 2 (round 1) (5 groups of 3 candidates; 1 role
player per group; 2 assessors per group)(15 candidates; 10
assessors; 5 role players) – Ideation, Validation and Creation –
110 minutes 1 hour 50 minutes
14:15 – 16:15
Fun Activity EQuest (Amazing Race) (round 1) 14:15 -16:15
Group Simulation 2 (round 2) (5 groups of 3 candidates; 1 role
player per group; 2 assessors per group)(15 candidates; 10
assessors; 5 role players) – Ideation, Validation and Creation –
110 minutes 1 hour 50 minutes 16:15 – 18:15

Fun Activity EQuest (Amazing Race) (round 2) 16:15 -18:15
Dinner 18:45 – 19:45 (1 h)
Reflective Activity – Playbook
19:45 – 20:45
Bedtime 21:15

Dinner 18:15 – 19:15 (1 h)
Learning Activity – Pitching (1 hour) 19:15 – 20:15
Reflective Activity – Playbook (1 hour) 20:15 – 21:15
Bedtime 22:00

2 hours +30 min 08:15 – 10:15

Assessors remain for data
integration

CHANGES FROM PREVIOUS
CAMP TO THIS ONE

Landi Mashiloane

CULTIVATING ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Comparison between previous assessment centre to new
Previous Selection Camp: 2019
Approach

•

•

Target Candidates

Competencies Assessed at
Camp

Current Entrepreneurs Camp: 2020

No entrepreneurship skills training in previous camp •
Previous camp activities were designed to complete
the camp in quickest time and did not necessarily
•
have a meaningful flow to it.
th
Overarching theme: 4 Industrial Revolution.
Reading material, and activities designed around this
theme. Uber and Snapscan had questions around
disadvantaging some candidates

Intention was for all but with the stimulant material
presented it was argued that quintile 4 and 5 candidates
were advantaged
Success Profile: (Core and Leadership elements of the
below:
Intellectual Imagination
Personal Initiative
Spirit of Significance
Courageous Commitment
Achievement Excellence
Motivational Fit

Design and develop complete candidate experience
Consciously position every camp activity with a specific
purpose in mind
Overarching theme: Entrepreneurship – evident in all
selection activities, fun activities, learning activities

Students from quantile 1, 2 and 3 schools

Success Profile:
Resilience
Curiosity
Leadership
Opportunity Identification
Opportunity Assessment
Problem Solving

Comparison between previous assessment centre to new
Multiple Selection Hurdles
Simulations and Other
Assessment Activities

Individual simulation as part of “interview”
4 Simulations –

No interview / individual simulation
4 Simulations -

3 x Group Discussions (6 candidates per discussion):
1 x Prepared Group Discussion
1 x Unprepared Group Discussion
1 x Assigned role Group Discussion
1 x Written Simulation

2 Individual Simulations
2 Group Discussions:
1 x Leaderless Group Discussion (6 candidates) – disruptive
information received during discussion
1 x Revolving Leader Role Group Discussion (3 candidates; 1
Role Player)

3 x Psychometric Tests:
LOI
EMFT
COI

Candidate’s Role at Camp

A candidate would be a problem solver that is solutions
driven to solving issues that impact society related to the
th
4 Industrial revolution

1 x Situational Judgement Test (SJT)
3 x Psychometric Tests:
LOI
EMFT
COI
An entrepreneur who is building an idea to obtain funding
for the idea so that the idea can be taken to market

Comparison between previous assessment centre to new
Scoring Rubrics

•

Assessors

Behaviour Anchored Rating Scale (BARS)
Paper based
Previous Competency set on the 5 pillars
•
AGOF Talent

Role Players

None

Wizards

None

•

Behaviour Observation Scale (BOS)
Completed on tablets
Success Profile Competencies
•
AGOF Talent
•
IOP Interns
•
Purpose: to provide additional standardised stimuli
during the group discussion
•
Trained to competence role players participating in the
group discussions according to a script
•
Trained to competence
•
Available to candidates throughout the camp
•
Support and mentor candidates on content of learning
activities and role of entrepreneur
•
Act as soundboard to candidates

Comparison between previous assessment centre to new
Camp Facilitators

AGOF Talent

AGOF Talent

They manage the schedule

They manage the schedule
Front line communication with Candidates
Administer all fun and reflective activities

Front line communication with Candidates
Learning Activities

Administer all fun and reflective activities
Reflection
Inspirational talk
th

4 industrial revolution presentation

•

•
•
•

Playbook (including facilitated reflection activities)
Inspirational talk and videos
Introduction to IVC (workshops, reading and videos)
Group dynamics & Pitching

Bottom of the pyramid presentation

Fun Activities

Pitching
Spaghetti towers

•

Focused on strengthening entrepreneurship
competence

•

From national to regional camps
Total of 50 people at camp –
30 Candidates
15 Assessors (including role players)
Activities done with 1,5meter distance between people
Daily protocols; per activity sanitation protocols

The entrepreneurial process
The art of possibility

Covid-19 Impact

Not all focused on entrepreneurship
Not Applicable

•
•
•
•
•

PILOTING

Carl Herman

CULTIVATING ENTREPRENEURSHIP

AC Design Model

(Schlebusch & Roodt, 2020)

Piloting Context
•
•
•
•
•

3 Pilots conducted with debriefing pre and post the pilots to ensure the expected reaction is observed.
2 in Western Cape and 1 in Johannesburg.
Sourced for a diverse group of participants in race, gender, geographic location and school quintile.
Covid protocol was in place
Behavioural Observation Scale (BOS) then Behavioural Anchored Rating Scales (BARS)

74
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Learning Lessons from Piloting Phase
•
•
•
•
•

Timing for these was critical as was mid exam preparation and Covid-19.
Importance of participants’ familiarity with the organisation and work it does.
Group activities had to be revisited in adhering to COVID-19 restrictions.
Not much difference in participant behaviour irrespective of their schooling background (quintile).
Own assumptions were constantly challenged i.e. placing different candidates in one room in JHB to decide on the
best idea.
• Most of our rubric refinements came as a result of the pilots
• Our roles players and wizards were a brilliant addition to the assessment centre
• The own experience instead of standardised stimuli material worked very well
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MOVING FORWARD

Landi Mashiloane

CULTIVATING ENTREPRENEURSHIP

AC Design Model

(Schlebusch & Roodt, 2020)

Introduced an online simulation in place of selection camp
• COVID Pandemic disrupt all selection processes in 2020
• We designed new application form assessment process, online interview process, new face to face selection camp
(entrepreneurship camp), and a Situational Judgement Test (Entrepreneurial Readiness Quiz - ERQ) in 2020.
• Unfortunately, due to second wave, Leadership decided to postpone all face-to-face events with 50 and more
individuals until further notice.
• Tasked to develop a pivot for selection camp: designed one of the individual simulations from selection camp
online
•
•

Developed first individual simulation online – Initial Entrepreneurship Ideas Activity
Going to administer the ERQ

• Due to new online interview process not having a simulation in 2020, the team did not feel confident making a
final decision after interview stage, hence the online simulation being conducted.
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AC Design Model

(Schlebusch & Roodt, 2020)

Converting simulation online
In terms of planning and organising this initiative the project can be broken down into 4 parts:
1. Redesigning the individual simulation online
2. Piloting the simulation twice.
3. Operational roll out of the assessment process
4. Training of Assessors – conducted online
5. Redesign and update of scoring system online in our CRM – done online
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System requirements to go online
For the assessment tool to be converted online, we required three specific systems / platforms to make it
successful:
1. We require a platform that is secure for administering the instructions
a. We used Microsoft customer voice – working document can be loaded directly on to the clients profile and
stored securely
2. We required a platform where the candidate can pitch their solution and be recorded. The recordings have to be
stored in our CRM
a. Internally we used MS Teams (This was the recommended system, as the candidates would be familiar with
the system during interviews, and the recordings can be stored internally automatically)
3. We required a safe and secure platform for assessment scoring
a. We developed this component with our IST team on Gray Matter portal
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The scenario
The candidate needs to prepare their
initial entrepreneurial idea to pitch to a
couple of possible funders (portrayed by
the 2 assessors).

Information given to the candidate
Prior to simulation activity
• In invitation letter: they will receive an online case study to
solve
• Dry run: brief on technology and what to expect
• On the day of online simulation assessment: See candidate
instructions for the first time
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Simulation Structure
Type of simulation

Individual Presentation

Assessor to Candidate Ratio

2 Assessors to 1 Candidate

Total time allocated to the
simulation

90 minutes (including candidate preparation and assessor scoring)

Giving candidate instructions

5 minutes

Candidate preparation time

40 minutes

Duration of candidate interaction
with Assessors (including
presentation)

30min in total
5min to set up / 15min to present / 10min for Q&A

Time allowed to score

10 minutes

Simulation platform

Microsoft Teams for online simulation and recording
Microsoft Customer Voice – for candidate preparation document
Gray Matter - scoring

Outputs of the 90-minute online simulation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recording the online simulation
1x completed candidate preparation document (answered questions)
1x recorded notes from Assessor 1 on gray matter
1x recorded notes from Assessor 2 on gray matter
1x Completed Assessor Scoring Rubric from Assessor 1
1x Completed Assessor Scoring Rubric from Assessor 2
1x Consensus Scoring

SCORING THE SIMULATION
Presenting Initial entrepreneurial Ideas

Landi Mashiloane

CULTIVATING ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Rating Scale - BARS

Rating
1

Rating Scale Key
Explanation
No Behaviour, or hints of behaviour

2

Behaviour, but needs development

3
4
5

On par, expected behaviour
More than expected behaviour
Much more than expected behaviour

Instructions:
•
•
•

Write verbatim notes of the candidate’s pitch and answers to the assessor questions where indicated
Use the candidate’s pitch, the answers to the assessor questions, as well as their preparation to assess the competencies
Circle the applicable rating per Behaviour Anchor and note ALL the candidate’s behaviour related to the anchor in the righthand column

Calculate the overall rating per competency by totalling the ratings you circled and dividing the total by the number of Behaviour
Anchors. Indicate the Overall Rating where indicated. Transfer the Overall Ratings per competency to the Assessor Data
Integration Page (last page)

AC Design Model

(Schlebusch & Roodt, 2020)

OUR KEY INSIGHTS FROM THE EXPERIENCE

Key Insights
• Structure of the scoring had to change back from Behavioural Observation Scale (BOS) to a Behavioural Anchored
Rating Scales (BARS) due to assessor familiarity .
• Content of simulation made an equal playfield. Participants showed behaviour linked to the competencies
irrespective of the school or quintile they come from.
• Educational Sessions promoted the participants confidence as the process continued.
• Feedback indicates that experience was positive for both content and experience.
• Ability to run the assessment centre with adherence to the COVID-19 regulations.
• Simulation and educational sessions work. Fun activities still need to be piloted.
• Though simulations were conducted online equally demanding, if not more that physical session.
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Other Key Insights
Systems Alignment

Systems Alignment

Multiple platforms used and synergy was critical. The less
complicated the better for the Assessor and Participants.

Time Pressure

Time Pressure

Conducted the pilots and Final Assessment under time pressure
conditions. Therefore, it was important to understand all parties
involved schedule particularly the participants and candidates.

Talent Fatigue and impact on wellness

Talent Fatigue
Connectivity &
Load shedding

Continues to be a concern especially with so much time
spent in front of the screen. Introducing Interns assisted in
addressing this concern.

Connectivity & Load shedding
Though dry runs are conducted by the team, connectivity
is a concern for some candidates and at times Assessors
compelling us to reschedule. The same applies with load
shedding.

In the coming years there will emerge from diverse communities, a new generation of highimpact entrepreneurial leaders. Individuals of passion, integrity and innovation who will be at
the forefront of the continuing economic and social transformation of this region. These
individuals will be ambassadors of the power of initiative, determination and excellence, acting
as role models so that many more may follow in their pioneering footsteps. We believe the
prosperity of our nation lies in cultivating the potential in our youth. Our mission is to seek out
those with the potential for entrepreneurial greatness and unlock it. To harness it, hone it, tap
into it, nurture it, nourish it, guide it, watch it grow. We’re the ones who watch the ones to
watch. The born curious. The wild dreamers, the free thinkers, the opportunity seekers. The
ones who embody our five pillars, exuding a spirit of significance, achievement excellence,
intellectual imagination, personal achievement, and courageous commitment. For whom

entrepreneurship is written in their DNA. The ones with the ability to change not only their
own fortune, but the fortunes of many. Armed with the right mindset, all our bets are on them.

